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Introduction. By an algebra we shall here mean a system 5t = </4;/K>K<(rconsisting of a nonempty set A and a sequence of unitary operations fK on A indexed
by an ordinal a. The algebra 91 is of type t if t is an a-termed sequence of nonnegative integers and for every k < a, the rank of fK is tk. Xz denotes the class of

all algebras of type r. In what follows, no further restrictions are assumed other
than those explicitly stated. However, we will employ common notation and
concepts from the theory of algebras without a formal introduction.
In the study of direct decompositions of algebras, attention has thus far been
mainly directed to the unique factorization property and to various refinement
properties. For definitions, results and further bibliographical references concerning
these properties see [2], [4], [6] and especially [5]. This paper deals with a closely
related notion, the concept of a prime algebra. Let Xçz Xz. An algebra 91 is said
to be Jf-prime or prime in the class X, provided that 91e X, \A\ > 1 and whenever
93,(£e.#;9i|93x© implies 9I|93 or 9l|(£. Here 9I|93 means that there exists $
suchthat !S^9tx$(2).
Assume that X has the following properties. (I) Whenever 91x 93 e X, then

91e jT (II) Whenever 91%23e X, then 91s X. Then it is clear that every finite
¿f-prime algebra is directly indecomposable. In [6] it is proved for certain extensive
classes X that conversely every nontrivial finite directly indecomposable algebra
in X is JT-prime. On the other hand, as observed in the same monograph [6,
p. 60], the properties of being ¿f-prime and of being indecomposable are not so
simply related for infinite algebras in these same classes. Of course, assuming (I)
and (II), if every algebra in X is finite and has the unique factorization property
and if X is closed under.the taking of direct products of finitely many algebras,
then Jf-prime algebras and nontrivial indecomposable algebras in X are the same.
This paper is mainly concerned with the determination of the Jf-prime algebras
in case X is either Xz or the class of all finite algebras of type t. In the former
case a complete solution is easily obtained from our results. In the finite case our
results are far from complete.

Received by the editors August 15, 1966 and, in revised form, October 5, 1966.
(*) Research supported by the National Science Foundation. The author thanks Professor
Donald Monk for many helpful suggestions. Most of the results contained herein were
announced in McKenzie [7], [8].
(2) This definition, as well as the problem of the existence of prime algebras in the most
general classes, was formulated in correspondence by Alfred Tarski.
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The principal theorem in §1 states that if the type t includes at least one operation
of positive rank, then there are no Jfî-prime algebras. A similar result for certain
equational subclasses of X~zis included for completeness.
The main result is attained in §2. Let t = <2> so that c#~zis the class of all

groupoids.
Theorem. Let © = <G, y be a group and let 21, S3, © be finite groupoids such

that 21x93^©xG:. Then 3®', ©", «', SB' such that ©£©'x©",
St~W x ©' and SB= SB'x ®".

<£~2t'xS8',

The proof of this theorem requires a simple but involved counting argument.
As an immediate corollary : Every finite indecomposable group with more than one
element is prime in the class of all finite groupoids. This theorem and corollary are
valid for loops as well as for groups.
In §3 we apply the refinement theorem of §2 to derive the unique factorization

property for certain finite semigroups; more explicitly, for finite groupoids
2I = </4, •> satisfying the following two conditions: (1) For every x, y, zeA,
x-(y-z) = (x-y)-z; (2) Whenever x^y, x,ye A, there exist u,ve A depending on
x and y, such that x-u^yu and v-x^v-y.
The problem of the existence of prime algebras in the class of all finite algebras
of type t, where t is unrestricted, remains unsettled. This problem, the possibility
of extending the results presented here, and other topics are discussed in §4.

1. Algebras prime in their similarity type. Throughout this section, a denotes a
nonzero ordinal number, rea<o and Xx denotes the class of all algebras of type t.

We assume additionally that t0 > 0.
Definition 1.1. If JTsJ^, then Jfp is the class of all Jf-prime algebras.
21g JTP iff 21g Jf, A has more than one element and whenever SB, (£ g Jf,
St| SBx G implies that 2I| SBor 2t|©.

Theorem 1.1. pQp=0.
The characterization of J^-prime algebras in the cases not covered by Theorem
1.1 is very easy, and of little interest. The proof of this theorem does not lie very
deep. In order to prove it, we adopt the following conventions and definitions:
Every cardinal number m is a set—m is the set of all ordinals of cardinal number
<m. If A is a set, then \A\ is the cardinal number of A.
Definition 1.2. (1) Let m>0 be a cardinal number. Then £>m= <m;fKyK<a is
defined by letting/K(x)=0 for every /<<<*,x e '<m.

(2) If 21g 3Tnthen R&={y e A : (3k < a)(3x g z*A)(fK(x)=y)}.
(3) If 21g 3ft, then ~a is the congruence relation on 21 determined by setting
w~axif and only if for every K<a, i<rK,yelA and z el"-i~1A, it is true that

Mjr<w>~z) = fJL}T<x>~z).
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To illustrate these notions, we observe that if a=l
class of all groupoids) then for 91e Xz, w, x e A,
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and t0 = 2 (i.e. if Xz is the

w ~ai x <-+(Vy e A)(f0(y, w) = f0(y, x) A f0(w, y) = f0(x, y)).
Also note that ~om = 2tn and that, for arbitrary We Xz, ~3I=2y4 if and only if for
every K<a,ff is constant. Finally, observe that 9I^£)U| if and only if |7?«| = 1.

Lemma 1.1. 7/m>0, then £>m$(Xz)p.
Proof. If m= 1, then Om £ (Xz)v by convention. We require two cases.

Case 1. l<m<X0.

Define 91, S&eXz. 9I= <m2;/f>K<a where /f(x)=0

if

k > 0 and x e v(tn2) ; while

fo*i<i-m+j>~x) = i
if 0 é i, j < m and x e •»- ^tn2). 93= <m •(tn +1 ) ;/*>. <„ where /?(x)=0

if k > 0 and

x e '»(nt •(tn +1)) ; while
/?(<i-(m+l)

+ />~x) = i

if 0^i'<tn, O^jgitn and xe '<>"^m•(rn +1)).
Then Dm x 93^ £>m+ x x 91. The isomorphism takes

(i,/(tn+l)+Ä)-*(Ä:,/tn+0,
ii, k) -> ii, k),

0<y<m,
0 ^ k < tn,

0 S k é m,

ii, tn) -*. (tn, i).

But ¡Dmf Om+1 since m f (nt+1), and Om\ 91since 0/~sa={0, 1,..., tn- 1)£7V
Hence Om £ Xzp.
Case 2. m ^ S0. Let f be any bijection from nt onto m2 (=m x tn), and let s be
any bijection from tn onto (m~{0})xtn. Define 93 eXz. 93= <nt xm;/f>K<a,

where/f(x) = (0, 0) if k>0 and x e '»(tn xnt); while

/o8«(x,jr>z)

= f(x),

if x, y e tn and ze'»" 1(m x tn).
Then £>2x 93^£>m x 93. The isomorphism:

i0,ix,y))-+i0,ix,y)),
il,ix,y))^is0iy),ix,sxiy)))

where j(j) = (j0(j), ii(j))- This concludes the proof for Case 2, since £>mf £>2and

£>m
f 93(7^=5). Q.E.D.
Lemma 1.2. 7/91 ij/nife, fnen 91$ X».
Proof. By Lemma 1.1, we may assume that |7?«|>1 and that (consequently)

1<|^|<K0.

Pick x0eA and let %>eXz with 9I<=93,B=Au{y0},

y0$A and
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Xo~® Jo- Clearly SBexists. There exists an isomorphism
21x D»0 ~ SBx Oxo

which acts as follows:
(x, 0) -*>(x, 0), xeA;
(x¡ ~?i) x (to ~ {0})-> (x/ ~îb) x (a»~ {0}), x g ^ and not x ~síx0 ;
(xoi -si) x (« ~ {0})-> [(*„/ -a) x (a. ~ {0})] u {(jo, 0)}.

Since \R*\ > 1, 21\ ¡D„0.Since |£| = \A\+1 < K0, 21\ SB. Q.E.D.
Lemma 1.3. // ~u*2A then 21$ X?.
Proof. Let 21gJ#; with ~s¡(^2^. Pick x0G/l and let TdeJfz with 21<=S8,
15| = m > | A | u X0 and £ ~ A <=x0/ ~sb. Up to isomorphism over 21exactly one such
SBexists for each m.
It is easily seen, as in the proof of Lemma 1.2, that
21x Dm ~ SBx Dm.

Now, 21f Dm since ~^2A.
Suppose 2lx©£S8 for some®. Then, since |x0/~sg|
= m>\A\ u X0, there exists ce C such that |c/~e| =nt. But since ~n¥=2A, there
exist x,y g 21x© such that x-vh^.v and |x/~3ixg| = |j/~s¡ixs|=rtt- Butin SB,there
is only one set x/~» (=x0/~¡b) with |x/~g}|=m. Hence 2tfS8 and 21$X?.

Q.E.D.
We will now complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by considering the cases not
excluded by the preceding three lemmas. Thus we assume 2ígJ^, |/i|^X0,
~k=2A and |/?a| =n> 1. For every K<a,f® is a constant operation, and we denote
the value of the constant by/K (fK g A). Thus R%={fK : k<<x}.The argument splits
into two additional cases:

In the first case, R^A.

Let SÄ«= < R%,f® f R%> K<„. Clearly S% g cVx.Also
2txOul

~ Maxell.

Moreover 21f Dw since \Rw\> 1; and 2l|3tsasince R^A

while Rm%="universe

of «%" (=/?«)• Hence 21£ ¿r?.
In case Ägi=^> let Xj, x2, x3 be three distinct members of A, say xj=fil(j= 1, 2, 3).
Let 0 be the equivalence relation on A which identifies Xj. with x2 with no further
identification. Let i/ibe the similar minimal equivalence relation identifying x2 with
x3. Since ~sa=2A, 0, </>
are congruence relations on 21.It is clear that if SB=21/0x 2t/^r,
then 2l^9tg3 as in the last paragraph. Hence 2lxO|jl|£2l/öx2t/^xDU|
also as

above.Now21\ 21/0sincefh +fHwhileß" =ff*. Similarly,
21f (2i/^x Dw). Thus
2t £ cQ. This concludes our proof of Theorem 1.1.
The more general theorem which follows is easily derived from an examination
of the preceding argument.
Theorem 1.2. Let S be any equational subclass of 3#\ containing the algebra £)2.
Then for every ê-prime algebra 21, St^O^.
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Note that the assumption D2 e S actually implies that Dm e £ for every cardinal
m and is equivalent to the assumption that no nontrivial equation holding in «f
has a variable for one of its terms.

2. Finite groups and groupoids. Throughout this section, X denotes X<2>.
Members of X, written as ordered pairs 9t = <^4,o>, are called groupoids. 'S
denotes the subclass of groups. We use the notation Xa, for the class of finite
algebras in X, and of course a similar notation for any other class of algebras.
The main theorem follows.

Theorem 2.1. Let 91, 93, © e Xa, let <&£&„ and assume that

(1)

91x93 s ©x6.

Then there exist ©', ©" € <Saand 91', 93' e Xa, such that

(2)

9t ~ 91'x ©', 93 ^ 93'x @", e ^ 91'x 93' and © ~ ©' x ©".

There are several obvious corollaries to this theorem, the first of which contrasts
strongly with Theorem 1.1.

Corollary

2.1. &»<=x*.

If 91s Xa, then clearly there exist © e ^M and 93e Xa such that 91^ © x 93
and every factor of 93 which belongs to 'S is a one element group.
Corollary

2.2. © and 93 are determined up to isomorphism by 91.

Corollary

2.3. 7/ © e S?«,,91, 93e Xa and © x 91~ © x 93, then 91s 93.

Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2 are immediate from Theorem 2.1. Corollary 2.3 can be
derived from 2.2, together with the well-known fact that it holds with Xa replaced
by 'Sa [6, Theorem 3.11]. Theorem 2.1 follows by an inductive argument from its

special case in which © is directly indecomposable. The remainder of this section is
devoted to a proof of the special case.
Thus we assume that 91, 93, © e Xa, that © is a finite indecomposable group,
and that

(I)

Y:9Ix93 s ©x(£

is a fixed isomorphism from 91x 93 onto @ x ©. We use the symbols p0 and px for
the first and second projections on a cartesian product. Thus if X= X0 x Xx,

then
(Vxe*)(x

= (/;oÍx)»/>i(*)))-

The proof takes the form of a sequence of seven lemmas, but its general outline
is simple.
The first step is to correlate with the decomposition (I) congruence relations =
on 91, 93 and © and an isomorphism
(I')

^Fi^/sxgS/s

^ @x<£/ =
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such that 21/=., S3/= , and ©/= are groups and for which the diagram

2txS8 —> @xe

I
2(/=xSB/=

Y

*

—► ©x(S/ =

commutes. The two unnamed maps here are the obvious ones. Since the algebras
occurring in (I') are groups, it determines homomorphisms 21/= -> @, S8/= -> ©
and similar mappings in the other direction. From our construction it follows that
the first two mappings are injective. The assumption that © is indecomposable
allows the application of a theorem of Jónsson and Tarski and we conclude that
one of the mappings ® -> 21/=, ® ->■SB/= is injective. Assume it is the latter.
Then ® ->• SB/= is an isomorphism.
Now the identity element of the group SB/= is the universe of a subalgebra %
of SB.The last part of the proof requires an examination of the behavior of the
equivalence relation ~» on SBand the behavior of the set Rss (see Definition 1.2)
relative to the isomorphisms (I), (I'). By comparing the cardinalities of equivalence
classes, we are able to construct a homomorphism r¡ from SBonto '35. -^ is constructed in such a way that pX7;:S8sS8/=x1)
where p is the quotient map, and

that
© ->

Y"1

®x© ->

ix«

2IxSB -■+

21x2)

is an isomorphism from © onto 2t x 1). Thus we can take ®' to be the one element
group, ©" = ®, 21'= 21and SB'= $ and the proof is complete.
The detailed proof begins with the definition of some auxiliary notions which will
not be needed after the second lemma. Let «=2- |G|.
Definition 2.1. (i) f * s=(- ■ ((ts)s)- ■ )s (s occurs n-1 times).

(ii)f(t) = t*t.
Let m be the least integer q > 1 such that the qth iterate off is idempotent on A, B, C
and G:/(m)=/(2m) (m exists since A, B, C and G are finite).

(iii) f o s= [• • • [[(f * s) *f(s)] *f™(s)]- ■■] *rm~x\s).
Lemma 2.1. Y preserves *, f, and °. Moreover, if g, he G and t e A(B, C or G)
then f(g) = l, g ° h=gh~x and t ° t = (t o í) o (f o f)=/(m)(f).

This lemma is obvious. 1 and _1 refer to the definable operations in the group ©.

Lemma2.2. Let a,a'eA and let b, b' e B. Then
(i) IfpoT(a, b)=p0W(a, b'), then for every xeA, p0V(x, b)=p0Y(x, b').
(ii) Ifp0V(a, b)=Pox¥(a', b), then for every y e B, PoY(a, y)=PoV(a', y).

(This lemma is obvious if 2t and SBare groups.)
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we need only prove (i). Assume that

a0, a0 e A, b0, b'0 £ B, c0, c'0, y0, y'0 £ C, that g0, h0, k0eG

with h0^k0

ffao, b0) = (g0, c0),

T(a0, b0) = ih0, y0),

Y(a0, b'o) = (go, C0),

Y(«o, b'o) = (*0, re-

and that

using Definition 2.1 (iii), define inductively for i £ <u,
gt + i=gi°hi,

ai + 1 = ai°at,

bi +x=bi°bi,

cl + x = Ci°Yi,

ai + 1 = a, o a¡,

Z?¡+ 1 = b\ o ¿,,

ci + 1 = c\ ° y(,

Yi+ i = Yi°Ci,
(2)

hi + x = «i o gj,
yí+i

= y\ °C(,

Then from (1), (2), and Lemma 2.1, we have for every natural number i,

W(at,bt) = (gl,cd,

Yfc, bd = (h„yd,

Y(a„ b'i) = (ft, ci),

Y(af, b'i) = (*,, yj) and n, # *,.

Now choose integers q,p>\

such that

(4)

K = ¿>p+,.

Define another polynomial # by
(5)

í#r-

[•••[[(íof)o(f0f)]o(í0f)]...]o(fof),

with f o f occurring q -1 times. Now by (2) and Lemma 2.1, we have bp= bp° bp=bt
for 1 ¿ i. Together with the recursive definition of b', (4) and (5), this gives

b'p#bp = b'p.
(6)

(i) Forg,neG,g#/i=gn-1.
(ii) For t £ A(B, C or G), f#í=f
(iii) b'P#bp=b'p.

° f=(f#f)#(f#f).

Now from (3) and the fact that V preserves #,

T((«p # ap) # (a, # a,), (6; # ¿>p)# (# # O

= (*„ •ft"x •kp■g; \ ... )

W((ap # ap) # (a, # «p), (b'p# 6p) # (/>p# 6,)) = (xp •&7l ■hp■gp \ ... ).
The left sides are equal by (6) but the right sides are not equal since kp # hp. This
contradiction proves the lemma. Q.E.D.

Definition 2.2. (i) For a, a' e A, let
a g, a' <->(3y e B)(PoY(a, y) = p¿¥(a', y)).

(ii) For b, V £ B, let
b=mb'^

(3x £ A)ip0Yix, b) = /»0Y(x,ft')).
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(iii) For c, c' e C, let

c mc'*-*Piir-\i, c) = ät-hi,

c)

(i = o, i),

where 1 is the identity element of ©.
It follows directly from Lemma 2.2 that =21,=sa, and =g are congruence relations,
yielding quotient algebras 2t/ =, SB/=, and <£/= respectively.

Definition 2.3. If a e A and be B, let

Y(a/=*,*>/=») = (Po(V(a,b)),pxV(a,b)lm).
Lemma 2.3. 21/= , SB/= , (£/ = g ^m. ¥ is a well-defined isomorphism,

(I')

Y:2I/=xS8/=

£ ©x(£/ = .

Proof. By Lemma 2.2 and Definition 2.2, x, j, z g .4 and x&y implies x-z&y-z
and z-x&z-y. Similarly in SB.Thus, 2t/ = , S8/= being finite, they are quasi-groups,
i.e., x, y g A¡= implies 3z g Aj= with x-z=y, etc. Thus we can choose, a,a0e A
and b,b0eB with aaQ = a and bb0 = b. Then by Lemma 2.2, p0x¥(a-a0, bb0)
=p„Y(a, ¿>).Hence 00^(00, ¿>0)= 1• Therefore
/?0Y(a, b0-b0) = po^aao,

b0b0)

= />0Y(a, ¿>0)

giving b0b0 = b0. And for any xe^,
p0Y(xa0,

¿>o)= PoV(xa0,

b0-b0) = p0^(x, b0),

giving xa0=x. A continuation of this argument shows that a0/= and 60/= are
two-sided unit elements in 21/= and SB/= respectively.
21/= is now seen to be associative by the following calculation (a similar
argument works for S8/=). Let x, y, z e A. Then

PoW(x(yz),

bo) = /»„Yix-Crz), b0.(b0b0)) = PoV((xy)z,

(bob0)b0)

= p0V((xy)z,bo).

Thus x-(yz) = (x-y)z. The remainder of the proof is straightforward. Q.E.D.
From Theorem 3.7 of [6, p. 46] the assumption that © is indecomposable implies
that the image of © under the group isomorphism Y_1 projects biuniquely either
into 21/= or into S8/= . There is no loss of generality in assuming that the latter

case holds.
(II)

pxW-x imbeds © in SB/=.

Since it follows from Definition 2.2 that the finite cardinality of B\= is no greater
than that of G, we actually have the following.
Lemma 2.4. S8/s ^ ©. Moreover, ifb g B and ce C, then there is a unique element

geG such that ¿>=PiY-x(g, c).
For the remaining discussion fix an element a0e A such that a0j = is the identity
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element of 91/= , and a similar element bQe B. Let c0 =p1xY(a0, b0) so that c0/=

is the unit of ©/ = .
Definition 2.4. (i) S>= <Z>0/
= , o>. Thus S) e J^ and S5Ç 93. (ii) r¡0 maps B into
f>0/=. Let r¡0(b)=d iff d= b0 and there exist g,heG and c £ C satisfying Y(a0 •a0, b)
= (g,c),PlY-1(h,c)
= d.
By Lemma 2.4, tj0 is well defined. i?0 is a first approximation to a function

tj: 93-»• 'S) which we need to show that 93s93/=xS)^©xS).

From the further

discussion it can be seen that 7)0need not have the required property of mapping
each class b\ = bijectively onto b0¡=. The next few lemmas prepare the ground for
the construction of r¡. Recall the introduction of the notions ~sband 7?»in Definition
1.2 and the succeeding remark. Using the notation/* for the set mapping induced
by a function /, observe that

Vfa/*, */■)*-(*'/-)

iff Y*(a/EEX¿/=) = {g}xc/=,

that y¥(a,b) = (g,c) implies T*(a/~2ix/j/~a)={g}xc/~g,
x~y implies x=j.

and that in general,

Lemma 2.5. (i) Let g, he G and c, c' e C. Then

PiY-K&ti-BPxV-Kg,

C) iff pxY-i(A,c) ~fflPxY-KKc').

(ii) 770is a homomorphism from 93 info S>.

(iii) Ifb, b'eB andbsb', thenb~b' iffvo(b)~Vo(b').
Proof, (i) M~s8t' means that for every x£7i, u-x = v-x and x-u=x-v. Now if
x £ B and Y(a0, x) = (k, c"), then [p,T-\h, c)] ■x = [pxY~\g, c)] ■[ptf-\g~^.c")]
and

[p1Y-1(h,c')]-x

= [pxxV-1(g,c')]-[Pxx¥-1(g-1hk,c'')].

The continuation

is

obvious.
(ii) Let b,b' e B and choose ä, ä', B, E', etc. with E=b0 = E' and ^"(a0,b) = (g, c),

Y(â, E)= (h, c), Y(a0, b') = (g', c'), W(ä', E') = (h', c'). This is possible by Lemma 2.4.
Since a0 = a0-a0, it is clear from Definition 2.4 (ii) that (i) above applies and we
have E~r]o(b) and E'~-q0(b'). Moreover, clearly

7,o(bb') « BS' - r¡0(b)E' = voib)-Vo(b')Part (iii) is immediate from part (i).

Lemma2.6. IfbeB,

Q.E.D.

then

(i) |*H-|ftfc/a|.
(ii) |*/sn

ÄB| = |o0/=nj?8|.

(iii) |é/~»| = ho(*)/~a|.
(Note that r¡0(b)l~f8^b0l = .)

Proof. Let b £ B and let S=X¥'*(Axbj = ). By Lemma 2.4, px maps S biuniquely
onto C. Hence \A\- |¿>/= | = |S| = |C| is independent of b, giving (i). A similar
observation, replacing 5 by S n 7{®x6=,F*[7?ax(o/= n 7?®)] gives (ii)
(./>*(Sn7?®xe) = 7?E).
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To get (iii), fix g, h, c and a with Y(a0a0, b) = (g, c) and Y(a, r¡0(b))= (h, c).
Then Y*(a0/= x¿>/=)={g}xc/=
and Y*(a/= xb0l=)={h}xcl
= . Moreover, by
Lemma 2.5 (i) there is a subset T of C with Y*(a0/= xbl~<s)={g}xT and
Y*(a/= xi?0(¿>)/~íb)={/i}x T. Putting these relations together with (i), (iii) follows.

Q.E.D.
Remark 2.1. Putting Lemma 2.5 (iii) and Lemma 2.6 together we find that, by
finiteness assumptions, r¡Qmaps any complete set of representatives of the ~a
classes contained in b\= onto a complete set of representatives for the ~sb classes
contained in b0¡=.

Lemma 2.7. If be B, then 7)0maps b/= n R% bijectively onto b0l= n /?» and
b\ ~<bn /?sbbijectively onto rj0(b)l~ís n /?<b.
Proof. By Lemma 2.5 (iii), Lemma 2.6 and finiteness, it will be seen that it
suffices to prove that ij*(¿/= n Rm)^b0l= n /?sb. Let yeb0/=rs R%. Since *)0is
a homomorphism and the identity map on 60/ = , choose y0,yieb0l=
with
>'=^o>'i- Using Remark 2.1, choose t=b such that ^0(0~»Jo- Then t-yx = b,
tyx g Ass and r?0(fj1)='?o(0^o(j'i) = '?o(0>'i=>'o>'i=>'Q.E.D.
Now to conclude the proof of Theorem 2.1, let t? be any function from B onto
bol= such that 77agrees with 7?0on /?« while for every b e B, r¡ maps (b/~)~R%
bijectively onto (r¡0(b)l~ ) ~ R®. By 2.6 and 2.7, such functions exist. That 77maps SB
into % homomorphically is obvious. By 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, and Remark 2.1, tj maps bj =
bijectively onto b0l = for each be B. Hence <f>(b)
= (b/ = , t¡(b)) defines an isomorphism between SBand S8/= x 1). Thus \C\ = \A x D\. An isomorphism Abetween Œ
and 21x 2) is therefore defined by letting \(c)=(a, r¡(b)) where Y(a, ¿) = (1, c). (It
is enough to show that A is injective. But if Y(a, ¿>)= (1, c) and Y(a, b') = (l, c')
then b=b'. Hence if r¡(b)= T)(b')then b = b' and c=c'.)
3. Finite semigroups. ^a and Jfa denote, as in the last section, the classes of
finite groups and groupoids respectively. It is known from [6, Theorem 3.10, p. 49]
that finite groupoids with a neutral element have the unique factorization property.
Recent results of Chang, Jónsson, Tarski [2] and Jónsson [5] exhibit as special
cases certain other classes of groupoids with this property. We give in this section
yet another result of this sort.
Throughout the section, Sr° denotes the class of all finite groupoids 2t = <^4, •>
satisfying the following two conditions:
(1) (Vx,j,zg/1)((xj)z
= x(jz)).

(2) (Vx, y g A)(3u, ve A)(x ^ y^-u-x ¥= u-y A x-tf^.y-tO.
It must be emphasized here that in (2) the existence of u, v with these properties
independently of x, y is not asserted. Notice also that if 21, SBg Cta then 21x SBg Sf

iff 21,SBg if.
Theorem 3.1. Every algebra in S has the unique factorization property.
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with SBjand <£yindecomposable

(and having more than one element) for all ie I and y g /, then there exists a one-toone map <f>
of / onto / such that S8¡£©í(() for all / g /.
Groupoids satisfying (1) are usually called semigroups. Before proving the
theorem, it may be worthwhile to indicate why some condition such as (2) must be
imposed in order to ensure that a finite semigroup have the unique factorization
property. The example given below depends in an obvious way on a flagrant
violation of (2). Since this semigroup is commutative, the example solves a question

stated by Chang-Jónsson-Tarski in [2, p. 32].
Since we are assuming that each ordinal is identical with the set of all smaller
ordinals, the example may be described as follows. For O^x, y<6, let xsij=l

if both x and y are S:3 and let x ° %y=0 otherwise. For 0 S x, y < 4, let x •sbj= 1 if
both x and y are =2 and let x-s5.y=0 otherwise. Clearly, 2t = <6, °<n} and
SB= <4, °<8>are commutative semigroups. Moreover it is easy to find isomorphisms
between 21x £)2 and SBx D3. Since 21, SB,D2 and £>3are all indecomposable and
mutually nonisomorphic, it follows that the semigroup 21x 02 does not have the
unique factorization property. (Recall that the definition of £>min Definition 1.2
specializes to groupoids and yields a semigroup.)
For the purpose of proving Theorem 3.1 let S denote a one-element groupoid
and, whenever 2t g Jfm let g(2t) g 9a and ¿(21)g Jfa denote ambiguously any group
and groupoid such that 2l^g(2l)x¿(2f) and such that every factor of ¿(21) which
belongs to ^a is isomorphic to S. By Corollary 2.2, g(2t) and ¿(21)are determined
up to isomorphism by 2t.

Lemma3.1. //2t, SdeJ^thengÇax

S8)^g(2l)xg(SB)a/ií/¿(2t x SB)£¿(21)x ¿(SB).

The lemma is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.1. Before continuing, we need a
few simple facts from the theory of semigroups [3, Chapter 1].
Every finite semigroup has idempotent elements, in particular some power of
each element is idempotent. (An element e is idempotent iff ee=e. We can speak
of powers because the operation satisfies (1).)
If e is an idempotent hi the semigroup 21, then we use the notation 2le = (Ae, o>
for the largest subgroup of 21 containing e as its identity element. Thus
Ae = {xe A : exe

= x A (3y e A)(x-y = yx

= e)}.

The following lemma gives the only essential application of the condition (2)
required in our proof of Theorem 3.1.

Lemma 3.2. Let 21, SB,<£, <&e Í?, let e e A be any idempotent element of 21 and
assume that <¿:2lxS8£(£xS). Then
<P*(Wx SB)= d0 x $>o
for some <£0£© and 5)0£ $>•
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Proof. (Of course a similar statement holds if the idempotent is chosen from
any of 93, <£,or "S>.)Let 91, 93, (£, S), e, and </>be given satisfying the hypotheses.

Given (a,b),(a',b')sAexB
and (c, d), (c'd') e C x D with <f>(a,b)
= (c, d) and
<j>(a',b') = (c', d') it must be shown that 0-1(c', d) £ Ae x B. Let (a", b")=<l>-1(c',d).
(1) ea"=a".
Assume that (1) is false. Then by the definition of ¡f, pick xeA such that
xea'Vxa".
Let <f>(x,
b) = (u, v), </>(xe, b) = (r,s). Then since (x, b)-(a, b)
ixe, b)(a, b)weha\evd=sd.
Similarly, uc' = rc'. Thus (m, 0(c', d) = (r,s)-(c',d)
and xea" = xa" contradicting the choice of x. Thus (1) is true.

(2) a"e=a".
The proof is similar.
(3) ilx e A)ix ■a"=a"x=e).
To prove this let m > 1 be such that the /nth powers of (a, b) and (a', b') are both
idempotent.

Then am= ia')m = e. And
(c, d)m(c',

d)ra-(c',

d")m = (cm-(c')m,

dm(d")m).

Hence
(a")m = e(a")me

= am • (a")m(a')m = (am)-(a')m

= e.

We can take x=(a")m-1 in (3).
(1-3) give a" e yie completing the proof.

Q.E.D.
Theorem 3.1 is easily seen to be equivalent to the following theorem which will
now be proved.

Theorem 3.2. Let 91, 93, ©, S) £ Sf with 91 directly indecomposableand 91x 93
=©xS). Then3&',&", S>', Weif such that 91^©' x S>', 93^©"x 'S)",©^e'xG"
and S) s S>'x S)". (Tfifnerd'^S or S>'^«f.)
Proof. Under the given assumptions, choose an isomorphism <£from 91x 93
onto © x S) and pick idempotent elements e e A, e' e B,fe C and/' £ D such that

<¿(e,O=(/,/')•

Also assume that 9l£i(9l) and g(9t)^«f. Otherwise Theorem 3.1

applies. (Since 91 is directly indecomposable, either g(9l)£<f or 9l^g(9I).)
By Lemma 3.2 we have
¿*(9Ix93e')

(1)

= ©0xS>o,

<¿*(9Fx 93) = ©i x 1>x,

<A*(910x930)
= G:xS)'',
where 9t0s9t, 930£ 93,G0,©i-®, and S)0, S^s S). Since 91is indecomposable and
9tss(9I)ss(©o)x5(S)0) by Lemma 3.1, we may assume that 5(2)0)= ^ and
consequently that S)0 is a group.
(2) <S)o
= S>r, 9t0=9l and S>!= S). Moreover,
<¿*(9Iex 930) = ©! x <S>''.

That S)0= S>r is now obvious from the preceding remark and the observation
that ^*(9Ie x %e')=&x S>r. From this and (1) it follows that 9I0= 9l. To see that
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® = ®i, let d be an arbitrary element of D and let (a, b) = <f>~x(f,d). Since also

<l>(e,e')
= (f,f'), by Lemma 3.2 <p(a,e')eC> x D. But by (1) and the fact that
$0 = S>'', <p(a,e')eCx Dr. Thus <p(a,e') e C1 x Dr implying a e Ae. This in turn
gives (a, b)e A'xB and d e Dx. Thus % = ^x. The last statement is immediate by
taking intersections.

From (1) and (2) we obtain
(3)

¿(S80)^¿(e1), »£®x[í(<Ei)x£(<S)],

and

<££2lx [¿(©i) x g(©)].

The first assertion follows from the last part of (2): ¿(S80)^i(2le x S80)and ¿(®i) =
¿(Sj x c£>r).Also we have

g(SB)^^xg(SB)

^¿r(2lxS8)^g(e)xg(2)),
¿(SB)S ¿(21ex SB)s s((Zx)x ¿($)

by (1), (2), and Lemma 3.1. Hence
SBa g(S8)x ¿(SB)~ ® x [s(£x)x g(6)].
In a similar vein,

¿(<S)= ¿(© x $>'') ~ ¿(2t x SB0)

S Stx¿(SB0) s Six ¿(©j).

Multiplying by g(&), we get (3).
Now let e' = St, ^¡'=S, e"=¿(61)xg(6),
completely proved. Q.E.D.

and 3)"= ® and Theorem 3.2 is

4. Discussion. To my knowledge, Theorem 2.1 presents a phenomenon not
previously recognized: refinement theorems have always required all algebras
occurring to satisfy some condition other than finiteness; e.g., in [5] and [6] all
structures are required to possess a special element with most of the properties of a
neutral element. Unfortunately, it seems likely that the phenomenon is limited to
algebras with only one operation. Some evidence will be given at the end of this
discussion.
By a neutral element in a groupoid 21, we mean an element 1 g A satisfying
1 x = x-1 = x for each xe A. By a loop we mean a groupoid with a neutral element
and satisfying in addition: whenever x, y e A, there exists a unique solution u e A
of the equation xu=y, and a unique solution veA of the equation vx=y.
With this definition, all results of section two remain true with "group" replaced
by "loop". The proofs are almost identical with those given, except that the proof
of the modified form of Lemma 2.2 requires the fact that in every finite loop the
function f(x,y) = xz where >>z=l, coincides with some polynomial in the basic
operation. The question whether "group" may be replaced by "groupoid with a

neutral element" in Theorem 2.1 or in some of its corollaries seems very interesting.
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To continue, let us agree to speak only of finite algebras and to call a finite
algebra prime iff it is Jf-prime in the sense of Definition 1.1 where X is the class of
all finite algebras of the same type. The following problems are open.
Problem 1. For which operational types r are there prime algebras of type r ?
Problem 2. Characterize intrinsically the prime algebras of given type, or show
that the problem is in some sense recursively unsolvable.
We have observed that indecomposable loops with more than one element are
prime, but this result does not exhaust the prime groupoids (e.g. the semilattice
with two elements and the Sheffer stroke operation on a two-element set are prime
groupoids). The argument of §2 can be altered to produce prime algebras of type
<n> for n è 2. I know of no examples among unary algebras, i.e. algebras of type
<1>. It can be verified that a prime unary algebra (A,f} must contain no cycles:
if x £ A, m ^ 1, and /<m)(x)= x, then/(x) = x. According to an unpublished result of
Ralph Seifert, every prime unary algebra is connected in the sense that if x, y e A,
then for some m, n > 0, /<n)(x) =/(m)O0We conjecture that prime algebras with more than one basic operation do not exist.
This would rule out any extension of Theorem 2.1 to richer operational types.

To conclude, we will present two examples which tend to reinforce this conjecture.
In the first example, t=<2, 2>. Let 91= </1, +, •> where + and • coincide on A
and (A, +> is a two-element group. Let 93= <5, +, •> where (B, +> and <7?, •>
are the two distinct groups on a two-element base B. It is easy to see that 91x 93
^ 93 x 93. Hence 91is not prime. 93 is not prime but the proof will not be given.
In the second example, t=<2, 1>. Let $ = <2, -, -> be a two-element boolean
algebra with smallest element 0. Let 930= <2, °, -°>, 931= <4, -1, -1), and
932= <4, -2, —2> with operations defined as follows. —° is the cyclic permutation
(01) whereas -1 and —2 are both identical with the permutation (0123). Set
x-°y=0 for O^x, y<2 and set x-2y=0 for QSx, y<4. Finally, let 3' = 1' = 1 and
2'=0'=0 and set x-1y=x'-y' for O^x, y<4. Then it is fairly easy to see that
930x 93jS $ x 932whereas $ j 33((i=0, 1).
This last example is particularly interesting because every unitary operation on
the set 2 can be expressed as a polynomial in the operations of Í8. In addition, the
example modifies to show that if D is any set of operations on 2, then the algebra
<$, D> with the additional operations is not prime.
Added April 12, 1968. In a paper which will soon appear in Acta Math. Acad.
Sei. Hungar., László Lovász has constructed an embedding of the semigroup of
isomorphism types of finite relational structures (of a fixed similarity class), under
the operation of direct product, into a direct power of the integers under multiplication. In the process, he has established a very beautiful and general cancellation
theorem which contains Corollary 2.3 of this paper.
Ralph Seifert, a student at Berkeley, has recently proved the nonexistence of

prime unary algebras (Abstract 67T-446, Notices Amer. Math. Soc. 14 (1967),

554).
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